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Example 4: Project report

DP theatre collaborative project 
Cover sheet (pilot only) 
This sheet must be completed ond submitted os poge 1 of the project report for the colloborotive project 
assessment task. Failure to submit this sheet will result in the work not being marked. 

Screen shot of student 
from the submitted video 

How can the student be identified in the video recording? 
150 words maximuml 

I am the girl with her hair down, wearing the black 
sleeve-cut, high neck crop top. 

What was the chosen starting point for the collaborative project? 

Article on: Lesbian couple beaten because refuse to kiss on a bus. 

How many students were in the group? {6 students maximum) 3 

What were the ensemble's collaboratively written theatre-maker inte.ntions? (200 words max) 

As an ensemble, our artistic intentions are to make our audience question what they 
value the most in life, asking them directly and indirectly what it is they desire. We 

want to the audience to feel uncomfortable, both in observing our definitions of 
desire, as well as in their reflection of what it is they desire and the potential 
ramifications of their desires. We will use physical theater almost exclusively 

throughout our piece, as well as little dialogue; this will allow our piece to be open to 
various different interpretations from the audience. This openness of interpretation 

will allow the audience to relate to it and promote individual self-reflection. Moreover, 
we want to create instances of contrast to make the audience uncomfortable, such 
as moments loud and quiet breaths, dark and light, music, varying speeds, and with 

our body movements and interactions with each other. 

PROJECT REPORT: How many pages have been submitted? 
(10 pages maximum excluding the coversheet and list of sources) 

VIDEO RECORDING: How long was the final piece? 
{10 minutes maximum) 

VIDEO RECORDING 
nmecode 1 
{Max 2 minutes) 

4:04-5:26 
VIDEO RECORDING 
Timecode 2 
(Max 2 minutes) 

8 

8:21 

4:23-4:31 
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The creation process 
Our starting point was an article about a lesbian couple on a bus, being forced to kiss by two men. (BBC, 2019)The couple refused, so the two 
men beat the girls up. We wondered why these two men could do such a terrible thing. Then we thought it was because they were labeled as 
lesbian, so people saw them differently, with a bias lens. In the mens' head, just because they were lesbian, then they could be forced to display 
intimate acts that they have the right to say they don't want to. Then we thought, but why do we label people, they are gay, lesbian, bi-sexual. .. 
why can't love just be love? And then we questioned, how free are we really. We are constantly bounded to labels, to moral acts, to what is 
labeled as right or wrong. From the lesbian couple we realized that none of us have a choice to fall in love with who we want to, love is actually 
biological chemistry that happens in our bodies. We then came to theorize that, we are not in control of our lives. We wake up, go to school, go to 
work, then one day we die. We have all been institutionalized by this world, and if we don't play along, we will not survive. Money is what drives us 
all. So, free choice in who we want to love and what we want to be are all just lies the world tells us to keep us playing along. And this was our 

Hymns Hands development 
We used movement workshop from frantic assembly-hand moving workshop-to create one of our first set of movements. At first, we 
created a string of movement, then we memorized these them by repeating them. At that point the movement didn't have meaning nor 
emotion behind them, they were simply raw, core movements. The theme we had in mind was freewill. 
Later we developed the specific meaning towards that part of the piece, and the intended emotion and meaning that we wanted to 
show through these movements was love. The freewill that we have in loving another person, was the link we made as mentioned 
earlier. The core movements could not yet show this yet, therefore we developed it by some ideas I saw(and shared with the group) the 
previous night on youtube. The video was a tutorial for Hymns hands movement development by Frantic Assembly.(Youtube, 2015) 

So, we had to experiment doing the movements in 
different ways and figure out which one fit the best to meet 
our intentions. First we tried doing the movements fast 
and roughly, almost hitting and punching each other when 
a hand landed. That didn't fit well because there was a 
lack of tenderness and generally the emotion felt like love
hate and like we wanted to hurt each other, abusive 
relationship, we didn't want that because they truly loved 
each other and didn't want to hurt each other. Then we 
changed to the obvious opposite of roughness and fast, 
which was slow and light on touch. That was it, it fit what 
we were looking for, there was a tenderness and fragility 
with the moments, it was like we were afraid of hurting 
each other, making sure our touch was soft and cautious. 

Student photo

Then we experimented on looking 
into each others eyes or looking at 
the moving part of the body. In this 
picture, you can see us looking at the 
body parts that are moving. It creates 
interpretation for the audience of this 
relationship. Looking at the body 
parts indicated cautiousness, 
because of the insecurity and fear we 
feel when we give our hearts and 
emotions to another, it's a relatable 
emotion that anyone who has fallen 
in love has felt. 
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The Chair 

At the time, these ideas that the chair brought us were perfect for showing our freewill theme, we 
thought the idea of hypnotizing the audience was going to thread our entire piece. HOWEVER, how 
would we act out hypnotizing? The cliche sway of a watch chain? Or something else? Nothing 
better came to mind. But the real challenge was, coming up with storylines or sketches to show 
how people don't truly have freewill while showing that they think they do. Even typing it and 
explaining it with words was confusing. We tried so hard trying to explain this idea via a story, or 
just anything in general. But every time we came up with something, it was always too blunt, lacked 
creativity, and room for interpretation. 

This was our final image of the chair image. We 
decided that creating proximities and not sitting 
in a line was better. This make the image look 
more interesting and more to interpret between 
the relationship of the characters. This was the 
beginning image of our piece, which we intended 
to make it instantly become a hook to the 
audience, and get them thinking what this 
relationship is and what is going to happen later. 
We steered away from the freewill idea by this 
point, now our story was very much evolving 
around a core sense the lacking of clarity, it could 
be anything the audience thought it was. And this 
image is a perfect example of how we applied 
open interpretation for the audience. 

Student photo 
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Student photos 

After we scraped the stick idea, we still 
had hope in the circus idea because it 
tied well with the intentions we had at 
the time, which was freewill. So we 
improvised a short scene, acting as 
circus freaks introducing each other for 
the beginning of the circus show. Julien 
was very found of the circus idea, his 
acting style is quite over the top and 
dramatic. In the following pictures, he 
carried the short scene, doing most of 
the acting. On the other hand, Alyssa 
and I barely acted, felling utterly 
uncomfortable playing over the top 
characters. 

Alyssa and I were not good at acting loud and dramatic characters. So this was an issue 
that we faced as an assumable. We played along as you can see in the photos, but 
giggling and eyeing each other when we attempted to do something dramatic. On the 
other hand Julien enjoyed and did very well with characters like this. Two beats one, so 
we chose to steer away form acting out real life scenes and being overly dramatic, Julien 
agreed with us and moved on leaving the circus idea behind. So we had to find a zone 
that we ALL felt comfortable in, and because Alyssa and I were heavily influenced by our 

When we came up with this circus idea, it was once again a fail in showing the 
free will theme. So at this point we were clear of one thing, that the piece might 
no longer be based around freewill. As I mentioned before, all the ideas that we 
came up with and all the possible ways of showing our initial idea, never worked 
too well. And the characteristics of the lines we tended to go down were, 
naturalism, or over the top. We wanted to steer away from all of this, because it 
was limiting us. So physical theater was a perfect choice of showing emotions 
and meanings without relying on dialogue or props or setting. And this was the 
one thing that we all agreed on to stick to, so after all the hard work on freewill, a 
lot didn't work, but a lot of core(raw) movements and ideas were kept and 
developed for the later intentions and themes we developed. 
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The final 
performance 

As an ensemble, our artistic intentions are to make our audience question what they value the most in life, asking them directly and 
indirectly what it is they desire. We want to the audience to feel uncomfortable, both in observing our definitions of desire, as well as in 
their reflection of what it is they desire and the potential ramifications of their desires. We will use physical theater almost exclusively 

throughout our piece, as well as little dialogue; this will allow our piece to be open to various different interpretations from the audience. 
This openness of interpretation will allow the audience to relate to it and promote individual self-reflection. Moreover, we want to create 

instances of contrast to make the audience uncomfortable, such as moments loud and quiet breaths, dark and light, music, varying 
speeds, and with our body movements and interactions with each other. 

Whenever we were performing we always thought of 
what the character we were playing was feeling, and with 
that feeling in our heads and while we felt it ourselves, 
we acted. A lot of primal sounds and facial expression 
where used as well, stripping every emotion down to its 
bare minimum. We thought that this could be more 
impactful and interesting to watch, while it would catch 
peoples attention and force them into reflecting what was 
going on. 
"It was extremely believable, the feelings and the 
desires and everything that you guys were 
experiencing. "(Anonymous, 2019) 
One of the intentions we had was to convey feelings and 
raw emotions rather than a specific story line. I was glad 
to hear that they felt and belied in the emotions that we 
were trying to convey though our reflection of what we as 
humans desire, and the feelings that come along with 
these desires. 

The three main parts and the dialogue were based around the the 
words as mentioned before. There was a huge gap in what the 
stories were actually about, in our heads they were there, but we 
chose to strip the stories down to the bare emotions rather than 
showing the literal story. We wanted to do this because only 
interpretation space could make the audience feel the most truthful 
thoughts in themself and what they would see in these situations. 
This is the most vulnerable way to make them see what they see 
and reflect on it. 
"I think you left a lot of questions in our minds, they'll 
linger for a while. we'll try to figure out what the 
relationship between the three of you was, or even if there 
was a relationship. I think you had just the right balance to 
make us understand key concepts and emotions, and 
enough to leave us with those questions, so it will 
continuously leave us wondering"(Anonymous, 2019) 
This is by far the most perfect piece of feedback, its perfect 
because it is almost completely accurate in what we intended to 
show. We indeed wanted them to question and reflect on what they 
have seen in our piece, depending on whatever they did see. Being 
what the story was, what a specific look or touch meant, and how 
they would feel about what they interpreted. 
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My contributions to the 
performance 

The Hymns-hands movements(as mentioned 
before) between Julien and I come to an end after I 
fold his arms across his chest. We wanted there to 
be a sense of ambiguity to what will happen next. 

The attention shifts from the relationship between Julien and I and it moves to 
Julien and Alyssa. The idea in our head was that Alyssa and I were the same 
character. So, she turns him around and I take a small step backwards. The strong 
side of the character(Alyssa) has chose to fight back, but the soft side of this 
character(me) is shocked by what she has done and she knows something bad 
will happen because of this rebellious behavior. The step indicates that my side of 
the character doesn't know what will happen while also feeling she might be in 
danger. My eyes staring straight at Juliens head and my mouth slightly open 
shows my character is alert, meaning they would be anticipating will happen next. 
My arms show how my character is fully vulnerable, and is even willing to be hurt 
or fight back if something might happen. My body slightly tilted forward meant my 
character had the guts to face him, rather than giving in at that point. 

Student photo

Student photo
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Juliens character chokes his lover, indicating betrayal. And this 
was the emotion that I made myself feel the moment I was 
performing this part of the piece. I sang the song Beautiful Lies 
by Birdy. The song was performed without any backing track, 
which made exhales, inhales and sighs- easier to hear, quivers 
and pauses where also more obvious. These small things show 
the emotion of heart break my character was feeling. Meaning 
was added by the lyrics, "tell me beautiful lies, cover my eyes 
with your hands let's pretend we're better." Lyrics are left open 
for broad interpretation, but the main meaning I wanted to show 
was that this relationship was broken, and that my character 
suffering from this betrayal and abuse by her lover. 

When Julien chokes Alyssa, because Alyssa and I are the same 
character, I also 'choke'. I showed this choke by grabbing my throat 
as if someone is choking me, while we both take in a sharp breath. 
Both of us go on our tip toes because we are grabbed by the throat 
and choked upwards into the air, showing how frail, frightened, and 
out of control the character is. This effectively builds tension and 
indicates emotion. Julien's character is clearly dangerous and is 
capable of hurting his lover. The meaning behind it could be 
indicating that we feel bad for my character and it also could make 
us feel guilty for witnessing a person being hurt but we're not able 
to do anything about it. The atmosphere is tense by the sharp 
breath and the choke. 

My facial expression adds to the 
emotion that my character is feeling, 
she is melancholy, shown by the 
scrunch of my eyebrows and half 
open eyes. There are tears in her 
eyes, showing how sad she is. Her 
lover has betrayed her and hurt her, 
leaving the audience to reflect on 
and think back to their personal 
experiences, thinking back to the 
heart break they might have 
experienced. So forth making them 
question whether or not love is what 
they truly want or desire. 

Student photo
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Showing an emotion with 
physicality 

I directed this part of choreography. The movement was made on the first 
lesson of the devising lessons. At that point we were just simply trying to 
develop movement that would be impactful and memorable to the 
audience, and we were open minded, it could be anything, we were not 
picky, because at that point we didn't know what our piece was about yet. 
That pervious night, I was watching physical theater pieces on youtube. In 
my head from the previous night of all the physical theater videos, there 
was a constant image of feet and legs gliding across the air by various lifts 
and swings. The flips and spins while having the legs being drawn across 
the air had a great sense of beauty and grace, but also there was a sense 
of dangerousness and a loss of control for the person being swung in the 
air. So in my head I pictured an image of a person on another persons 
back, while their legs where in the air. Then I asked Julien to spin Alyssa 
on his back. And that one spin was the base movement for this 
movement. The picture on the right shows the single spin. 

First, I asked Alyssa to jump on Juliens back, and hold onto him by 
folding her armpits onto his shoulders. After she did that I asked 

Julien to spin her. I said that the momentum should allow her legs 
to glide naturally. And because Alyssa was scared to fall or be hurt, 
her legs would be bent and not relaxed so the momentum couldn't 
give the effect of the gracefulness and naturalness. So I constantly 

told her to relax and let her legs spin out with the momentum. 

The straight legs made a huge difference 1n the overall 
aesthetic and look of the movement. When her legs 

where bent 1t looked like she was uncomfortable to be 
doing what she was doing, and 1t looked unprepared or 

nervousness. 

Student photo
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When I first described the image in my head of what this movement 
would look like it didn't make sense to the two of them. So I did it 

myself on Juliens back so Alyssa could watch. I kept saying that your 
legs need to be drawn by the momentum of the spin, and that you 

must let your legs relax. At this point she understood what I was 
looking for. 

Later after that, we had to use all of the content we already had, 
and now built upon those movements to make them become a 
full piece of theater. This movement was on of the very few that 
ended up serving and was adopted into the final performance, 
but of course, a lot of polishing was done during the process. 

With this moment of movement, what came out of it was a sense 
of beauty and grace, but also a sense of lack of control and 

manipulation for the person being spun. 

So, we decide the story(or emotion) that we would tell that sprout from this movement was 
love. And another series of appropriate movements to this emotion were developed and 

pieced together. So during this process, we had to think about how we could piece all 
these separate movements together to become fluid and related, basically smooth 

transitions. 

The first thing I changed was the number of spins that occurred. At first, only one spin was done and Alyssa was let down. But I thought that a 
lack of control and dangerousness should be emphasized here, because Julien's character is dangerous towards his lover(Alyssa's character at 

this point). He is probably manipulative, shown by him spinning her on his back, and he is dangerous, there's a chance of her falling or getting hurt. 
But the emotion of love is also shown by how Julien is constantly holding Alyssa's hand and arm to keep her stable on this back(which I asked 
Julien to do), symbolizing even though he is hurting her, but he still shows affection and care towards her. At first it the slight difference with the 
hand grip was that Alyssa folded her armpits onto Juliens shoulders, while he would not hold on to her. This looked like Alyssa's character was 

entirely dependent and clingy towards Juliens character, this lost the meaning of how the relationship is actually two sided and both are dependent 
and love each other. The movements are contradicting, he leaves her out of control(her legs being spun) but he gives her the bare minimum to 

keep her from falling from his back, maybe like the literal relationship, he is giving her just enough support and love to keep her from leaving(falling 
from his back), but he leaves her out of control(being spun in the air). From Alyssas characters point of view, she is been thrown and spun in the 
air, literally being out of control. This shows the characters statues in this relationship, she is being abused and betrayed and hurt by this man. 
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